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Abstract
Background: All animals thus far studied sleep, but little is known about the ecological factors
that generate differences in sleep characteristics across species, such as total sleep duration or
division of sleep into multiple bouts across the 24-hour period (i.e., monophasic or polyphasic sleep
activity). Here we address these questions using an evolutionary agent-based model. The model is
spatially explicit, with food and sleep sites distributed in two clusters on the landscape. Agents
acquire food and sleep energy based on an internal circadian clock coded by 24 traits (one for each
hour of the day) that correspond to "genes" that evolve by means of a genetic algorithm. These
traits can assume three different values that specify the agents' behavior: sleep (or search for a sleep
site), eat (or search for a food site), or flexibly decide action based on relative levels of sleep energy
and food energy. Individuals with higher fitness scores leave more offspring in the next generation
of the simulation, and the model can therefore be used to identify evolutionarily adaptive circadian
clock parameters under different ecological conditions.
Results: We systematically varied input parameters related to the number of food and sleep sites,
the degree to which food and sleep sites overlap, and the rate at which food patches were depleted.
Our results reveal that: (1) the increased costs of traveling between more spatially separated food
and sleep clusters select for monophasic sleep, (2) more rapid food patch depletion reduces sleep
times, and (3) agents spend more time attempting to acquire the "rarer" resource, that is, the
average time spent sleeping is positively correlated with the number of food patches and negatively
correlated with the number of sleep patches. "Flexible" genes, in general, do not appear to be
advantageous, though their arrangements in the agents' genome show characteristic patterns that
suggest that selection acts on their distribution.
Conclusion: Collectively, the output suggests that ecological factors can have striking effects on
sleep patterns. Moreover, our results demonstrate that a simple model can produce clear and
sensible patterns, thus allowing it to be used to investigate a wide range of questions concerning
the ecology of sleep. Quantitative data presently are unavailable to test the model predictions
directly, but patterns are consistent with comparative evidence from different species, and the
model can be used to target ecological factors to investigate in future research.
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Sleep is an evolutionary puzzle. Unlike activities such as
mating, foraging and seeking shelter, the functional bene-
fits of sleep are unclear, and the costs of sleep appear to be
substantial. Most animals thus far studied exhibit some
kind of sleep, including fruitflies [1], jellyfish [2], birds
[3], reptiles [4] and mammals [5]. Animals exhibit incred-
ible variation in the duration of sleep. In mammals, for
example, the armadillo (Chaetophractus villous) can sleep
up to 20 hours per day [6], while a giraffe (Giraffa camel-
opardalis) sleeps for only two hours per day [7,8]. Simi-
larly, animals exhibit variation in the timing of sleep
throughout the day. One obvious aspect of this involves
activity pattern, i.e. whether animals sleep during the day,
night, or some mixture of day and night (e.g. cathemeral-
ity). Another aspect of sleep timing involves the number
of sleep bouts per day. Some species, such as cats, sleep in
multiple bouts, making them polyphasic; other species,
such as many primates, tend to be monophasic, with a
single sleep bout per day [9,10].
Researchers have for some time investigated potential
evolutionary functions of sleep [11-13]. Most efforts
aimed at understanding the evolution of sleep have
focused on factors that influence the duration of sleep,
with emphasis on possible physiological benefits
obtained from sleep. For example, many authors have
proposed that sleep durations vary with restorative prop-
erties of sleep, while others have noted that sleep dura-
tions are linked with the consolidation of memories (see
chapters in [14]). Thus, we might predict that species with
greater memory needs, such as food-storing birds, would
devote more of their daily time budgets to sleep. Other
proposed benefits of sleep include bodily repair, energy
conservation, and release of hormones that govern growth
and reproduction [5,15]. It seems likely that sleep pro-
vides some benefits, given that sleep deprivation leads to
a sleep-rebound effect, whereby an animal must sleep for
a longer time to make up the sleep deficit [16].
In comparison to proposed physiological benefits, less
attention has been given to the ecological factors that
influence the time available for sleep in different species.
For example, foraging constraints might limit the time
available to sleep [12]. Thus, many small mammals, such
as shrews, have limited time available to sleep because
they live on a metabolic "knife-edge," with a need to eat
as often as every two hours [17,18]. Similarly, an animal
that eats a food resource that is distributed in small
patches is likely to spend more time traveling among food
patches, giving less time for sleep. If sleeping animals are
more vulnerable to predation, then one might expect that
predation risk could also act as a selective pressure to
reduce the amount of time available for sleep [12,19,20].
Other ecological factors that could potentially limit the
time available for sleep include reproductive competition,
the distance between sleep and food patches, and time
involved in food processing.
The role of some of these ecological factors in structuring
the amount of time animals spend sleeping has been
investigated by comparing sleep 'quotas' or durations
across different species. For example, comparative studies
have revealed a negative relationship between predation
risk and sleep duration [12,19,21], that polyphasic sleep-
ers sleep longer than monophasic sleepers [9,22], and that
polyphasic sleep is associated with energetic constraints of
small body mass [22]22. Along similar lines, Lima et al.
[20] investigated the links between predation and sleep
quotas, focusing in particular on the ways that predation
risk might vary during REM versus NREM sleep and the
consequences of this for the evolution of sleep. Behavio-
rally, we also know that animals exhibit sleep related
behaviors that are expressed in an ecological and social
context. Many primates, for example, sleep in particular
trees or on cliff ledges [23], while a variety of rodents sleep
in underground burrows, many of which can represent a
substantial investment of energy to build and maintain
[24]. Thus, sleep sites do not occur randomly in the habi-
tat and can require significant travel to reach.
In short, ecological influences on sleep likely act as signif-
icant constraints on species' sleep quotas. Within these
constraints, we might then expect that the physiological
benefits of sleep will accrue at different rates, as
demanded by the organism and altered through natural
selection [21]. Assuming, for example, that memories are
consolidated during sleep, an ape that has high demands
for memory consolidation could achieve these benefits
through either a longer duration of sleep, or through an
increased rate of memory consolidation during the period
of sleep. Understanding the nature of ecological con-
straints is therefore a crucial first step in understanding
inter-specific variation in sleep quotas.
In this paper, we develop an evolutionary agent based
model to investigate how ecological constraints might
impact sleep patterns. Agent based modeling aims to
understand global dynamics of ecological systems by sim-
ulating local interactions between individuals, or agents
[25]. In the case of evolutionary agent based models, a cer-
tain number of agents' characteristics are encoded in free
parameters (an artificial genome) and optimized using
techniques of evolutionary computation, such as genetic
algorithms [26]. This method is useful for identifying the
range of parameter values that is selected by the evolution-
ary algorithm, depending on variation in environmental
factors that are controlled by the experimenter. This, in
turn, can help to identify aspects to further analyze in
empirical studies, being in particular useful for phenom-Page 2 of 12
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ficult to reproduce in controlled experimental
conditions). Despite the importance of sleep in the behav-
ioral repertoire of animals, and the significant role that
ecological factors are likely to play in shaping sleep pat-
terns, remarkably few researchers have attempted to
model sleep using artificial organisms (but see [27,28];
another approach is presented in [29]).
We investigated three ecological factors that are expected
to have a major influence on sleep patterns: the spatial
distribution of sleep and foraging sites; the food depletion
rate, i.e. the time an animal can spend feeding until a food
patch is depleted; and the number of food and sleep sites
in the environment. We focus on three primary aspects of
sleep as dependent variables: the total duration of sleep
per 24-hours, the phasing of sleep-wake cycles, measured
as the number of sleep bouts (monophasic versus poly-
phasic sleep) per 24 hours, and whether animals sleep
flexibly (i.e., when short of sleep relative to food) or
inflexibly (i.e., specific blocks of time per day).
Methods
We follow the standard protocol identified by Grimm et
al. [30] to describe our model. This protocol, known as
ODD, involves seven elements that form the structure of
our Methods description. We then add a section (Simula-
tion Experiments) in which we describe how experiments
are performed (number of repetitions, initial values of
state variables, etc.)
Purpose
The purpose of our model is to investigate how sleep char-
acteristics, such as the total duration of sleep, the phasing
of sleep-wake cycles (monophasic versus polyphasic
sleep, measured as number of sleep bouts), and whether
agents sleep flexibly or inflexibly, are impacted by ecolog-
ical factors. In particular, we focus on three ecological fac-
tors: (1) the spatial distribution of sleep and foraging
sites, specifically regarding the spatial overlap of food and
sleep sites; (2) the food depletion rate, i.e. the time spent
feeding until resources are depleted, thus forcing an indi-
vidual to locate a new feeding site; and (3) the number of
food and sleep sites in the environment.
State variables and scales
Agents are characterized by several variables. First, each
agent has a location in the landscape. Second, agents in
the simulation have two energy levels that are each
adjusted positively when eating and sleeping occur. One
concerns "sleep energy" and the other concerns "food
energy." Third, agents have a circadian rhythm that is
determined by 24 "genes" (one for each hour of the day –
see below) that are subjected to evolution by means of a
genetic algorithm. Each gene has one of three possible
states that determine the actions of individuals: sleep or
search for a sleep site, eat or search for a food site, or flex-
ibly decide action based on relative levels of sleep energy
and food energy (described below).
The simulation runs on a square lattice of 40 × 40 cells
with a hard boundary. Habitat types are mutually exclu-
sive, with each cell in the habitat matrix identified as
being either a sleep patch (i.e. a cell of the lattice in which
agents can sleep), a food patch (i.e. a cell of the lattice in
which agents can eat), or nothing. The numbers of sleep
and food patches and the degree to which these resources
overlap can be varied, but sleep and food patches are
always arranged in "clusters" of a fixed radius (intraDis-
tance). We specify a distance parameter that determines
the distance between the center of the sleep cluster and the
center of the food cluster (interDistance). Figure 1 provides
examples of interDistance values representing the range of
parameters used here; intraDistance was fixed at 0.2 for all
simulations.
The model runs in discrete time steps. We identify the fol-
lowing terms in this context: minute, hour, day, genera-
tion and simulation run. Agents operate on time steps of
one minute and seek food or sleep at each time step based
on their circadian rhythm. An hour is used as the unit in
the circadian rhythm of an agent, with 24 genes – one for
each hour of a day – that determine the action of the agent
at any given time in the 24-hour cycle. A generation is con-
sidered to encompass the life of an agent and lasts for 7
days. One hundred agents are tested for each generation
and each simulation run covers 100 generations.
Process overview and scheduling
After initializing the landscape with food and sleep sites,
the simulation proceeds, at each time step by inspecting
the appropriate gene (for a given hour) on an agent's
genome. Depending on what the gene specifies, the agent
moves or stays in the cell in which it is located. The state
of the environment is updated after the agent's move-
ment. Agents live in separate landscapes and thus do not
interact with one another. At the end of the 7-day genera-
tion, reproduction takes place, as described below.
Design concepts
Fitness
Sleep and food energy are translated into fitness measures
at every time step. Specifically, relationships between
energy and fitness are nonlinear and calculated explicitly,
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is represented by the average of the two fitness measures.
Sensing
Agents can only sense the cell in which they are currently
located and thus can not make decisions about movement
to neighboring cells based on their content. This helps to
simplify the model and, as considered in the Discussion,
we have no reason to expect that a more complicated
model of sensing or use of mental maps would qualita-
tively change the conclusions drawn from our model.
Agents also have a rough knowledge of their energy level
(i.e., if energies differ by more than 10 percent of the max-
imum fitness values), which allows them to switch
between activities when in a "flexible" state.
Energy/fitness transformationFigure 2
Energy/fitness transformation. The curve shows how the energy (x-axis) is transformed into the actual fitness of the 
agents (y-axis). See also Equation 1.
Snapshots of the lattice with different interDistance valuesFigure 1
Snapshots of the lattice with different interDistance values. The distribution of food (green) and sleep (gray) clusters 
vary with interDistance values of 0.0, 0.35 and 0.7, and intraDistance fixed at 0.2 (default for all simulations). The number of food 
and sleep patches was constant (40 sleep patches and 40 food patches). The black dot shows an agent.Page 4 of 12
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We examined output from the last generation of each
experiment, focusing on the average number of sleep
bouts per 24-hour cycle, the percentage of monophasic
sleepers in the population, the average number of sleep
genes in individual genomes, the average number of flex-
ible genes in individual genomes, and the average total
number of minutes of sleep in the last day (i.e., based on
actual behavior rather than the genes coding behavior, as
sleep sites may not be found each time that a gene speci-
fies sleep). We assume that a sleep bout ends when the
agent is awake for more than 30 consecutive minutes.
Agents that exhibit only one sleep bout during a 24-hour
period (including a single sleep bout that spans the end of
one day and beginning of the next) are considered
monophasic sleepers. For one experimental condition
(see section Input parameters) we also recorded the struc-
ture of the genome of the best evolved agent in each run.
In all cases, we excluded runs in which the average fitness
of the population remained under a value of 0.9, as this
indicates that the agents were unable to solve the task
given to them, due to the difficulty of the task or possibly
due to stochastic effects. That, in turn, ensures that the
population evolved to a stable equilibrium point.
Initialization
The habitat matrix is formed by placing a given number of
food and sleep patches on the lattice within the con-
straints of the interDistance and intraDistance parameters.
(see figure 1) The agent is randomly located on a cell in
the matrix. Each agent is tested in an independent lattice
with the same set of initializing parameters, but with sto-
chastic differences in the distribution of food sites and
sleep sites. Energy levels for the agent are set to zero,
which corresponds to a fitness of 0.5 (see figure 2). The
starting conditions for the genome are randomly selected
from among the three states, resulting in an expected dis-
tribution of eight sleep genes, eight feeding genes, and
eight flexible genes (although actual initial numbers were
determined stochastically and thus could vary among
individuals).
Input
The model does not include any environmental data. See
"simulation experiments" for details on the ecological
parameters that were varied.
Submodels
Movement
Agents move throughout the lattice in a correlated ran-
dom walk. Specifically, at each time step, agents modify
their current direction of travel with a random value
between -15 degrees and +15 degrees; thus, major changes
in direction do not occur on the order of a single time
step. Agents remain in the same cell during a time step
only when they locate a food or sleep patch corresponding
to their genetic coding for a given hour of the day (sleep
or eat). Agents can move to any of the surrounding cells
on flat sides and corners of their current cell, thus giving a
total of eight possible moves per time step. If the gene
specifies sleep, the agent moves until it locates a sleep site.
It then remains at that sleep site until the genome specifies
another action. If the gene specifies food, the agent moves
until it locates a food site. It then remains until either the
genome specifies a new action or until the food patch is
depleted. If the gene specifies flexible action, the agent's
activity is determined by its food and sleep energy levels,
with behaviors driven by differences in energy. If the dif-
ference between the two energies is less than 10 percent of
the maximum fitness value (see the Fitness subsection
above), agents continue doing what they were last doing.
In all other cases, agents perform the activity with the
lower energy level.
Energy dynamics
The energy that agents can obtain when they are placed in
a food patch declines linearly. Agents acquire sleep energy
upon finding a sleep site. In the same way, food energy is
acquired when an agent locates a food site. When not
sleeping or eating, both sleep and food energies decrease.
The ratio between the rate at which energy is gained on a
sleep or food patch and the energy that is lost when not in
a sleep or food patch was held constant after pilot experi-
ments determined an appropriate level (3:1) that assured
that the populations were able to find adaptive solutions
in most of the experimental conditions.
Food depletion
Once the energy for a food patch is depleted, the patch
disappears, and another patch is generated at a random,
unfilled location in the lattice, subject to the interDistance
and intraDistance constraints. The time until a food patch
disappears is measured by the food depletion rate parame-
ter. A lower depletion rate is equivalent to more resources
in a food patch; higher rates mean that agents will deplete
the patch more rapidly, and must therefore locate another
food site to continue feeding. Unlike food patches, sleep
sites do not disappear; thus, agents do not need to move
to a new sleep site to continue obtaining benefits of sleep.
Reproduction
At the end of each generation, the 20 agents with the high-
est total fitness levels produce five offspring each; the
remaining 80 individuals in each generation do not repro-
duce, thus maintaining a constant population size of 100
individuals per generation. Among the genomes that are
passed to the next generation, mutation occurred at a rate
of 5% per gene. When a mutation occurs, the currentPage 5 of 12
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with equal probability.
Simulation experiments
Table 1 provides details on the main parameters. We ran
in total 5 experimental conditions defined by variation in:
(1) the distance between the centers of the food cluster
and the sleep cluster (interDistance), (2) the total number
of sleep patches (keeping the number of food patches
constant), (3) the total number of food patches (keeping
the number of sleep patches constant), (4) the total
number of sleep and food patches (keeping the two
amounts equal to each other), and (5) the food depletion
rate. Each experimental condition consisted in varying
one of the parameters from the value Min to the value Max
with an increment of Step, keeping all the other parame-
ters constant. In initial runs of the simulation, we found
that the parameter interDistance had a strong effect on our
results. We therefore used three different constant values
of interDistance for the experiments in which other param-
eters were varied (Table 1). To keep the size of food and
sleep clusters constant across simulations, interDistance
was constrained by edge limits of the matrix to be less
than 0.7 (with intraDistance = 0.2); otherwise some sites
would spill over the edge of the total spatial matrix.
In addition, to analyze the relative distribution of the
three possible genes in the genome of the most successful
agents, we ran a focused test consisting of 100 simulations
with interDistance = 0.7 and all other parameters taking
their "constant" values in Table 1. In order to realize this
analysis, we first eliminated gene repetitions and then
compared the frequency of three possible cases: E – F – E
(a flexible phase between two eating phases), S – F – S (a
flexible phase between two sleeping phases), and S – F –
E or E – F – S (a flexible phase as a transition between a
sleeping phase and an eating phase or vice versa). We then
calculated an expected matrix using methods to control
for the fact that sequences with adjacent identical values
(e.g. S – S – E) were not possible in the observed sequence
matrix [31]. Finally, we calculated the preferences of the
three possible cases for each of the 100 evolved genomes,
with preference = (observed – expected)/expected.
Results
The cost of travelling between spatially separated patches 
selects for monophasic sleep
The degree to which sleep and food patches overlapped
had a substantial influence on whether agents slept poly-
phasically or monophasically. Varying the value of the
parameter interDistance, which determines the degree of
overlap between the food and sleep clusters (see Figure 2),
we found that cluster overlap had a strong effect on the
phasing of sleep-wake cycling over the 24-hour period.
Specifically, reducing overlap in the distributions of food
and sleep sites selected for fewer sleep bouts (Figure 3),
and thus a tendency for monophasic sleeping behavior
(Figure 4).
Rapid food depletion reduces sleep time
Food depletion rates, measured as the time an agent
spends feeding until a food patch is depleted, influenced
sleeping patterns, with more rapid depletion negatively
impacting sleep times in our simulations (Figure 5).
Agents spend more time attempting to acquire the "rarer" 
resource
The simulations further indicated that the number of food
and sleep patches also can impact sleep patterns. When
holding the number of sleep sites constant, an increase in
the number of food sites tended to show a pattern of
increased total sleep time (Figure 6); by comparison,
when holding the number of food sites constant, an
increase in the number of sleep sites reduced total sleep
time (Figure 7). The results suggest that agents benefit
from spending more time attempting to acquire the
"rarer" resource, as might be expected if the benefits of the
rare resource are more difficult to obtain.
Overall, however, an increase in both resource types
tended to augment sleep time (Figure 8). This pattern can
be explained by the fact that an increase in both resource
types makes the overall task straightforward, so that
agents can relatively easily spend more time sleeping (the
same can be said for the time spent eating).
Table 1: Parameters and their values used in the simulation experiments
Parameter Name Min Max Step Constant
Distance between sleep and food (interDistance) 0.0 0.7 0.01 0.0, 0.35, 0.7
Food depletion rate 10 240 1 60
Number of food patches 10 120 1 40
Number of sleep patches 10 120 1 40
Number of sleep and food patches 10 120 1 40
"Min" and "Max" represent the extreme ranges of values in focused tests, holding other traits constant. "Step" refers to the amount that values were 
incremented, while "Constant" gives the values used when one of the other parameters was varied.Page 6 of 12
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We also considered whether a "flexible" strategy of sleep
can evolve. We expected that flexibility would be favored,
given that it would allow an agent to preferentially focus
on the resource type that is most needed to increase fit-
ness. Surprisingly, however, selection did not favor the
spread of flexible genes. Specifically, the ending number
of flexible genes tended to be similar or smaller than the
initial expected value of eight flexible alleles (based on
random assignment of 3 possible alleles to 24 different
genes). When statistically significant effects were found
for analyses of flexible genes, the actual effects were rela-
tively weak in magnitude.
Effects of interDistance on number of sleep boutsFigure 3
Effects of interDistance on number of sleep bouts. 
Average number of sleep bouts varying interDistance: rS = -
0.76, N = 71, P < 0.001.
Effects of interDistance on percentage of monophasic sleepers in the populationFigure 4
Effects of interDistance on percentage of monophasic 
sleepers in the population. Percentage of monophasic 
sleepers in the population varying interDistance: rS = 0.74, N = 
71, P < 0.001.
Effects of food patch depletion rate on average sleep timeFigure 5
Effects of food patch depletion rate on average sleep 
time. Average number of sleep minutes varying food patch 
depletion rate (higher values represent slower rates of patch 
depletion): interDistance 0.0: rS = 0.77, N = 218, P < 0.001; 
interDistance 0.35: rS = 0.79, N = 214, P < 0.001; interDistance 
0.7: rS = 0.59, N = 190, P < 0.001.
Effects of the number of food patches on average sleep timeFigure 6
Effects of the number of food patches on average 
sleep time. Average number of sleep minutes varying the 
number of food patches (holding the sleep patches number 
constant): interDistance 0.0: rS = 0.88, N = 105, P < 0.001; 
interDistance 0.35: rS = 0.87, N = 102, P < 0.001; interDistance 
0.7: rS = 0.76, N = 88, P < 0.001.Page 7 of 12
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a focused test, consisting of 100 simulations with all the
parameters values constant and interDistance = 0.7. In this
test, the average number of flexible genes for the 100 fit-
test individuals in the last generation of each simulation
was 6.67 ± 1.19, indicative of weak selection against flexi-
bility.
Stronger effects were found concerning the positioning of
flexible genes within the genome (see Figure 9). To further
examine selection acting on the positioning of flexible
genes in these 100 individuals, we analyzed their genomes
in more detail. The analysis revealed that flexible genes
were more commonly found at (1) the transition between
sleeping and eating portions of the genome and (2)
within blocks of eat genes rather than during sleeping
phases, at least for monophasic sleepers (see Figure 10 for
details).
Discussion
Our simulation results revealed that ecological factors
could strongly influence sleep characteristics. Four major
conclusions arise from this work. First, the degree to
which sleep and food sites overlap can greatly influence
whether animals sleep polyphasically or monophasically:
with less overlap, agents tended to sleep monophasically.
This effect arises from the challenge of switching activities
when food and sleep sites are more spatially separated,
and is consistent with findings showing that monophasic-
ity is expected in animals when the cost of changing
between wakefulness and sleep is high [9].
Second, patch depletion rates influenced animal sleeping
patterns, with more rapid depletion negatively impacting
sleep times. As in the case of cluster overlap, this result
involves the time costs of locating resources; in the case of
food patch depletion, however, it reflects the costs of
switching from one food site to another food site, rather
than switching between food and sleep sites. Again, com-
parative evidence suggests that foraging constraints can
have a great impact in reducing sleep time for real-world
animals [12,21]. For example, animals with higher meta-
bolic rates for their body mass spend less time asleep, as
expected if they must spend more time foraging to meet
their metabolic needs [21].
Third, the number of food and sleep sites impacted sleep
patterns, with agents spending more time attempting to
acquire the "rarer" resource, while an increase in both
resource types tended to favor sleep. Some empirical
research is also consistent with this finding. For example,
sleep researchers who work with laboratory animals have
noted that ad libitum diets – which should make sleep rare
relative to food – are associated with increased sleep times
when compared to restricted diets (see for example [32]).
Finally, we found that a flexible strategy is not strongly
selected for or against by the evolutionary algorithm, but
Effects of the number of sleep patches on average sleep timeFigure 7
Effects of the number of sleep patches on average 
sleep time. Average number of sleep minutes varying the 
number of sleep patches (holding the food patches number 
constant): interDistance 0.0: rS = -0.47, N = 111, P < 0.001; 
interDistance 0.35: rS = -0.59, N = 111, P < 0.001; interDistance 
0.7: rS = -0.52, N = 99, P < 0.001.
Effects of the number of food and sleep patches on average sle p timeFigure 8
Effects of the number of food and sleep patches on 
average sleep time. Average number of sleep minutes 
when the number of food patches equals the number of sleep 
patches. Values on the x-axis are the sum of food and sleep 
patches (e.g., 80 refers to 40 food patches and 40 sleep 
patches): interDistance 0.0: rS = 0.86, N = 104, P < 0.001; inter-
Distance 0.35: rS = 0.74, N = 100, P < 0.001; interDistance 0.7: 
rS = 0.61, N = 84, P < 0.001.Page 8 of 12
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The agents' internal clockFigure 9
The agents' internal clock. A sample of 10 replicates (out of a total of 100) with all the  parameters values constant (inter-
Distance = 0.7) showing the genome  (internal clock) of the best-evolved agents of the last generation.  Blue squares represent 
"sleep" genes, green squares "eat" genes, and  red squares "flexible" genes.
Preferences for the flexible genes tripletsFigu  10
Preferences for the flexible genes triplets. E = eat (or search for a food site), F = act flexibly based on relative energy lev-
els, and S = sleep (or search for sleep site). The boxes show median and percentiles for the three possible relative positioning 
of flexible genes, respectively, from left to right, E - F - E (a flexible phase between two eating phases), S - F - S (a flexible phase 
between two sleeping phases), and S - F - E or E - F - S (a flexible phase as a transition between a sleeping phase and an eating 
phase or vice versa). The mean rank for E - F - E is 2.08; 1.73 for S - F - S; and 2.19 for S - F - E or E - F - S combined together 
(Friedman test: χ2 = 11.2, df = 2, p = 0.004). A post-hoc comparison confirms the significance for difference (2), between E-F-E 
and S-F-S (Wilcoxon test: T+ = 2819.5, N = 90, p = 0.002) and difference (3), between S-F-E or E-F-S and S-F-S (Wilcoxon test: 
T+ = 2854, N = 92, p = 0.005) but not for difference (1), between E-F-E and S-F-E or E-F-S (Wilcoxon test: T+ = 2541, N = 98, 
p = 0.682).
BMC Ecology 2008, 8:10 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6785/8/10that selection acts on the relative positioning of flexible
genes with respect to sleep and eat genes. In particular,
flexible genes are more likely to be found during transi-
tions between sleep phases and foraging phases, or within
blocks of eat genes, rather than during sleeping phases.
The greater occurrence of flexible genes at sleep-eat transi-
tions suggests that agents can exploit flexibility to carry
out a more fine-grained transition between the sleeping
and the eating phases, giving the agent the ability to con-
centrate on a goal it has been unlucky in pursuing in the
previous phase. The latter finding can be explained by the
fact that, in contrast to sleep patches, food patches deplete
over time. During the eating phase, the depletion of food
patches forces the agents to move away from one patch
and to resume searching for a new patch. The costs associ-
ated with switching activity while searching would likely
be considerably lower than a switch in activity when
agents are located in a sleep site. Thus, the transient nature
of food patches may allow flexible genes to persist within
blocks of eat genes.
This set of simulations focused on a few key parameters
involving the distribution of food resources. As noted in
the Background section, however, many other ecological
factors could influence sleep patterns. For example, preda-
tion can greatly impact patterns of sleep, depending on
whether safe sleep sites can be located [18]. When safe
sleeping sites are unavailable, e.g. because an animal is
too large or the habitat is open, we predict that a predator
will have a strong negative impact on sleep times. Simi-
larly, animals that forage visually will be able to locate
food more efficiently in daylight, or might have to adjust
the timing of their activity based on the activity of prey
that are strictly diurnal or nocturnal. Thus, primates may
find it more difficult to locate fruit or digestible leaves in
nighttime conditions, while owls might hunt at night
because it overlaps with the activity of their small-bodied
rodent prey. These ecological constraints would be
expected to strongly impact patterns of sleep in real organ-
isms, especially with regard to the presence of monopha-
sic sleep patterns. Environmental characteristics in our
simulation were produced with few stochastic effects,
especially regarding the number of food sites and the
patch depletion rate. In the real world, the rate at which
patches are depleted is likely to vary among sites, and this
variability could impact sleep traits. Similarly, in a given
simulation run, the number of food and sleep sites was
held constant over the 7-day generation, whereas "sea-
sonal" variation in these parameters could occur. Such
variation could select for more flexible foraging strategies,
thus modifying some of our conclusions. These factors
could be included in future extensions of the model, with
the prediction that flexible sleep patterns are more likely
when stochasticity in initial conditions occurs, or when
resources exhibit temporal variation over the life of the
agents.
We also used a very simple movement strategy, with the
agents in the model following a correlated random walk
when searching for food or sleep sites. This means that
switching from feeding to sleeping (or vice versa) entailed
a random search for a new site, and this should make
switching between resources more time consuming when
food and sleep sites are more spatially separated. Indeed,
we found that more simulations were excluded at high
interDistance values, due to an average fitness lower than
0.9; thus, agents were unable to solve the task that we pro-
vided for them. Many real-world animals probably have a
mental map that can guide their localization of new
patches, and this could be particularly helpful when food
and sleep sites show low spatial overlap. For example,
hamadryas baboons probably do not randomly search the
environment for their sleeping cliffs [33]; instead, they
seem to know how to locate these critical resources more
efficiently, perhaps through some form of mental map.
While having a mental map would reduce the degree to
which patch overlap influences monophasic sleep, we
expect that the effects documented here will persist even
with agents that have a mental map. As food and sleep
sites become more spatially separated, this entails move-
ment between patches; the mental map reduces the time
required to move between different types of patches, but
it does not eliminate the greater travel distance that is
required, which is effectively a minimum fixed cost. Thus,
a hamadryas baboon still has to invest the time to travel
from food to sleep sites and this will be greater than in
other species that sleep in closer proximity to food sites.
Based on this reasoning, a mental map might alter some
of the effects we found with interDistance, but it is unlikely
to eliminate them.
We also assumed that agents are restricted to sleep only in
particular habitats, designated here as sleep sites. This
assumption is valid for many real-world species, but not
for all of them. Some large-bodied African ungulates, for
example, may be less constrained by spatial location than
by social context; they probably obtain more benefits
from reducing predation through close proximity with
conspecifics than by finding safe refuge sites. Thus, elabo-
rations of our model that are parameterized for particular
species may require that social context be taken into
account. Indeed, many mammalian species co-sleep
throughout their life cycles. Co-sleeping in primates is
associated with reduced predation rates, formation of
social alliances and food-sharing, and feeding patterns
[23]. Interactions among conspecifics will also increase
food patch depletion rates, thus potentially increasing the
effects of ecology on sleep patterns. As a related point, our
model assumed that the agents did not interact. FuturePage 10 of 12
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both sleep times and sleep strategies (monophasic versus
polyphasic) are influenced by the presence of conspecif-
ics.
Conclusion
Models such as ours can be used to identify traits to inves-
tigate in future field and comparative studies. Our results
suggest in particular that three traits would be worthwhile
to investigate. First, it would be interesting to study how
the distribution of sleep sites influences the occurrence of
monophasic sleep, with the prediction that monophasic
sleep is more likely to be found in individuals or species
in which the distribution of sleep and food sites overlap
less. Second, patch depletion rate should have an impor-
tant impact on the duration of sleep: when patch deple-
tion is high, animals must locate new foraging patches,
resulting in less time available for sleep. Finally, we pre-
dict that a greater availability of food patches will increase
sleep times.
In conclusion, we showed that agent-based, computa-
tional approaches can be used to uncover the links
between ecology and sleep. This model leaves out many
realities of real organisms, and we do not intend this
model to be a representation of any particular real organ-
isms. Rather, this simplicity is necessary for developing an
initial model of sleep ecology. Our results show that such
a simple model can produce clear and sensible patterns,
and some general patterns have already emerged that can
be tested empirically. Finally, our results provide a first
step towards developing the theoretical scaffolding to pur-
sue additional theoretical research on sleep ecology,
including modeling predation risk, the ecological roles of
REM and NREM sleep, and the effects of habitat heteroge-
neity and stochasticity.
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